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THE ISSUE AT HAND

Onions or parfaits?
Even Shrek, the lovable green movie-star ogre, understands that there is more to people than what’s
on the outside. In the film Shrek I, the main character and his sidekick, Donkey, have an ongoing dialogue
about how there’s more to ogres than people think. “Ogres,” Shrek says, “have layers.”
Shrek’s right. We all have layers. We show one layer to our bowlers, another to our staff, a third to
our family and friends, and so on.
I’m interested in the layer that we show to our fellow proprietors.
Every week, I talk to dozens of proprietors from around the country, and worldwide. And when the
inevitable question arises about how business is going I get as many answers as the number of folks I
talk to.
It’s easy to imagine why. Some proprietors are optimists, tending to talk about the positive things
that are going on at the center and in the community. Others could be characterized as pessimists. They
want to talk about all the negative things that are going on in their
business or the industry at large.
So, Fred Groh and I came up with a little impromptu experiment
using BowlingIndustry.com. Fred, being our resident pessimist,
created a forum titled, “What’s the industry’s biggest problem?”
And being our resident optimist, I felt obliged to counter his forum
with one titled, “What’s right about our industry?”
In the first few days, we had 19 replies to the “optimistic”
question and 14 to the “pessimistic.” Statistically speaking, a
dead heat of course. But I don’t want the matter to end there.
I’d like to ask everyone reading this column to weigh in on one
– or both – of these questions. You’ll need to register on
BowlingIndustry.com if you’re not
already a member, but it’s easy and costs you nothing.
As Shrek says in the movie, “Ogres are like onions.” They have layers. Of
course, they can also make you cry.
Donkey, in trying to grasp the concept of layers, suggests that instead,
perhaps “Ogres are like parfaits. Everyone likes parfaits.”
Personally, I relate to Donkey, the optimist. How about you?
– SCOTT FRAGER, PUBLISHER AND EDITOR
frager@bowlingindustry.com

THIS MONTH AT www.BowlingIndustry.com
Optimists...pessimists...meet new friends of all
sorts. Trade stories, get in on discussions, start
your own blog. More than 1,000 folks in the
bowling community are registered already. So
what are you waiting for?
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SHORTS

SWIFT IS SOCKO;
BIEBER BOMBS
Taylor Swift of country music fame has won induction as a bowling
celebrity into the International Bowling Museum and Hall of Fame, finally
edging out singer Justin Bieber in a tight race.
1.3 million votes were cast online among nine celebrities linked with bowling
who were picked by BPAA. Swift drew 613,324 votes and Bieber, 608,015.
Votes were cast between July 12 and Aug. 7, the conclusion of National
Bowling Week, by fans in the 50 states and 113 countries.
Other candidates were Bill Murray (21,451 votes), Jeff Bridges (14,754),
Pauley Perrette (9,472), Kim Kardashian (3,628), Dwight Howard (779), Chris
Paul (663), and Jimmy Fallon (623).

BIG Checks

Illinois Totals
$1 Million
for Scholarships

The Illinois BPA’s Grand Prix Scholarship program
dispensed its one-millionth dollar on July 1 when Elk
Grove High School grad Jeannine Dorn requested
her $794.14 for Harper College in Palatine.
Elk Grove Bowl, Dorn’s home lanes during her
time in the Grand Prix program, received a special
$1,000 grant from the association. It will go into
the center’s fundraising account and become part
of the scholarship money available to other Grand
Prix bowlers at the center.
The association has another $1.3 million in escrow to be
dispersed to youngsters currently enrolled in the program.
About 4,000 young bowlers and more than 70 association
member centers participate in the program, which began in
1987 and started dispersing scholarship funds in 1990.

A Record Falls

Prizes totaling $70,000 were won by top young bowlers paired
with their parents at the 35th International Family Tournament
presented by QubicaAMF and sponsored by Georgia Coffee.
First prizes of $5,000 went to Duane (parent) and Jacob
Garretson of Louisiana in the Parent/Youth division, and to Phillip
and Cody Maske of Illinois in the Parent/Teen category (above).
Other prizes in each division went for second place ($3,500),
third place ($2,500) and high series ($500).
The event was held July 30-31 at AMF Showplace Lanes,
Euless, TX.
Earlier in the month, grand prizes in the fifth annual North
Pointe Insurance $100,000 High School Open Singles (Bowling)
Championship were won by Marshall Kent of Washington State
and Heather Sharp of Florida. Each took home $15,000 in
scholarship money.
The event was staged at Hindel Bowl in Indianapolis, July
17-19.
8
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Stephen Shanabrook finished up pretty much as planned,
with 125 hours of continuous bowling and besting the old
Guinness record of 122 hours at 7:17 p.m. on 7-17 (July 17).
The ‘717’ numbers were just a coincidence, according to
Michael Gould, a friend of Sanabrook’s and the marketing
and promotions honcho at Plano Super Bowl, Plano, TX,
where the event was staged.
Shanabrook, a 24-year-old physical therapy technician,
bowled a total of 649 games, averaged a score of 92,
knocked over more than 59,000 pins, lifted 7.36 tons of
bowling balls, and raised $1,200 for charity.
He and Gould, friends since kindergarten, scheduled the
record-break attempt during
the summer when business at
the bowl would be slow
enough to set aside the two
lanes Shanabrook used. He
had been a league player for
about a year when the idea
occurred to him last December.
Training consisted of a
couple of 12-hour sessions, “to
get his mind, more so than his
body, ready,” Gould reports.

Photo by Mike Lawrence,
www.sensoryimaging.com.

SHORTS

 Carolinas/GA Show
Attendee and vendor numbers held their own at the
Carolinas/Georgia BPA convention, July 15-17 at the Crowne Plaza
in Asheville, NC, but the education, networking, food and fun
reached the peak, according to show chair Howard Baum,
commenting on the show theme this year, “Climb the Mountain
to Success.”
Six seminars and workshops looked into league retention,
effective use of the telephone, and credit card costs, among other
topics. “People’s Choice” honors for the best promotion idea at
the convention went to Ron Schmell of Cardinal Lanes Shipyard
in Wilmington, NC for his Friday night family promotion.
The Rising Stars scholarship tournament, rounding off the
convention, gave out $24,900 to 24 young bowlers. In five years,
the tournament has awarded $104,000 in 160 scholarships among
5,800 competing bowlers.

 Independent Bowling Show
Last year’s increased attendance at the Independent Bowling
Organization Trade Show and Convention in Michigan continued
this year, with attendees up 20% and vendors exceeding 2009 by
10%, according to IBO executive director Scott Bennett.
The event was held July 29-31 at the Valley Plaza Resort in
Midland.
Among highlight presentations were the Mackinac Center for
Public Policy analyzing fiscal policy in Michigan; seminars on
using electronic media; and “60 Promotions in 60 Minutes,” in
which attendees show and tell success stories.

NEWS FEATURE

BVL’S HELEN DUVAL DIES
Some of us became familiar
with BVL – the Bowlers to
Veterans Link – after America
went to war in the Middle
East. We attended bowling
conventions, watched slides
and listened to stories of
what BVL means to our young
people in combat zones.
We heard about carpet
bowling kits, about BPAA, the
National Bowling Forum and
BVL joining forces on the project, about proprietors around
the country raising money from their bowlers and their own
pockets to send the bowling kits – and thoughts from
home – to very dangerous places far from home.
The first kits were shipped in 2005. To date, 780 have
followed Americans into war zones and other places
overseas.
For others among us, BVL connected with personal
experience and private life. Helen Duval, who died in July,
was one of those.

PEOPLEWATCHING

Bill Supper

Bill Supper returns to the managing director
post at IBPSIA. He held the position 2006-07,
was promoted to executive director, and served
for two years before being named E.D. of the
International Bowling Museum and Hall of Fame.
He retired from the museum position in June.
Supper will continue as executive director
of the Bowling and Billiards Institute of America.

Ron Wood, vice president of international
sales for QubicaAMF, is being re-stationed in
the U.S. after four years residing in Europe. His
responsibilities for sales and service operations
in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, Africa and
Australia are unchanged.
Ron Wood

At a clinic with Earl Anthony, 1980s.
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Called the face of BVL from the 1970s on into the ’90s,
Duval was a charter member of the PWBA and LPBT’s first
Lifetime Honorary Member, who never had a lesson in
her life.
In her best years, the 1960s, she copped titles from
the National Doubles (with Nobu Asami), the Phoenix
Open, the National Championships, and the WIBC
national tournament. Selected for the All-American
Bowling Team three times, her book average in 1967-68
was 200.
Yet veteran bowling writer Chuck Pezzano judges
that Duval gave up some part of her competitive career
to be what he calls “a contributor.”
She gave a lot. Eventually she put in 20 years
crisscrossing the country to conduct bowling clinics for BVL for
disabled vets at Veterans Administration hospitals, but she
began closer to home. Her son Richard was diagnosed with
polio at age five. In 1954, that was a terrifying diagnosis.
When Richard had to go into a wheelchair, Helen, already
a bowler and owner with husband Rosaire (Rosie) of a small
bowling center, added bowling to her son’s therapy. Helen
would hold the boy by the back of his belt at the foul line,
teaching him to bowl, noted California bowling writer Mary
Lynly. As mother and son worked together, Helen was
developing techniques she later used for BVL. Richard learned
well enough to book 208 and enjoy a short time on the pro tour.
Soon Duval was using her expertise for the American Junior
Bowling Congress (AJBC). From her home base in Oakland, CA,
up and down the West Coast she began presenting seminars and
teaching youngsters. She even went to Japan and the Philippines
under AJBC auspices to help introduce bowling there.
In 1972, she conducted the first of her BVL clinics. Janet
Langhorne, Chief, Voluntary Service at Hunter Holmes McGuire
VA Medical Center in Richmond, VA, clearly remembers one of

14
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At the BVL booth, 2000.
several clinics Helen conducted on the two lanes at the hospital.
“Whether they were shy or reticent or eager, she would
[adapt] her teaching skills to them. [One] time a veteran, with
good reason perhaps, just kind of whined to her that she
didn’t know what it was like and he could not do what she was
telling him to do. She very quickly asked, ‘Get me a wheelchair.’
So we did and she plopped down in that wheelchair and
pulled up beside that patient on the foul line, and said, ‘Okay,
you’re right. I don’t know what it feels like, but I’m going to try.
So let’s try this together.’”
Duval was in her seventies then, so energetic and eager, so
enthusiastic and spry that, says Langhorne, “If I could be
bowling at that age, I would be doing well.”
The two did not talk much about BVL when Duval visited.
“She didn’t need to speak about BVL because she was BVL.”
As to her student that day, “I don’t know that he turned into
any fabulous bowler,” Langhorne recalls, “but certainly she
encouraged him in that moment, and she made the point
very clearly that you can try. You don’t know what you can do.”
In 1985, BVL named Duval honorary cochair. In 2000, she received the highest honor
given by the Department of Veterans Affairs, the
Secretary’s Award, for her steadfast
commitment to America’s vets.
There were many other honors besides,
not least BPAA’s V.A. Wapensky Award in
1995 for contributions to the industry and
the Dick Weber Bowling Ambassador Award
in 2007 for promoting a positive image of
bowling.
When she died in July at age 94, Duval was
more than the face of BVL. Like the organization
itself, she was also heart and hands.
For more information about Bowlers to
Veterans Link or the carpet bowling kits, visit
www.bowlforveterans.org.

MEMORY LANE

TRAVELS WITH MR.

WEBER

A slice of celebrity bowling life
back in the day.

At St. Basil’s Cathedral with Cheryl (Kominsky) Robinson.
16
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BY PAUL LANE
first met Dick Weber in 1959 for
the contract-signing for eight AMF
Pinspotters for the U.S. Air Force
base at Mildenhall in England, but
we didn’t work together until seven
years later in Paris. To my surprise he
remembered my name from that brief
encounter those years before. It was,
I learned, another of his skills. He
seemed to remember everyone he
ever met.
We were in Paris for a two-part
program: an AMF extravaganza
masterminded by AMF’s chairman, the
late Carter Burgess, and a Five Continents
challenge and exhibition match.
The extravaganza was an on-location
“special” of The Merv Griffin Show
(sponsored by AMF) at the beautiful
Bowling de Paris center in the Bois de
Boulogne, probably the most famous
park in the city. It runs along the western
edge of the 16th arrondissement, the
most fashionable area in Paris. The
center had 12 lanes then, and a
restaurant seating 500 or so that did
three or four sittings every day just for
lunch–a flourishing restaurant that had
some bowling lanes attached.
I vividly recall the extended match I
played against Dick during the taping of
the Griffin show. We bowled one game,
a few frames at each break from the
rest of the program. In terms of pinpoint
accuracy it was the best I ever bowled,
but I had no carry, leaving a 4-pin, a
10-pin, another 4-pin, and so on.
Dick drifted left, flattened the ball
at the release point, just grazing the
headpin for a swishing pin-action-loaded
strike. Next he drifted right, pulled the
ball at the release point, and once again

I
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Program for the Five Continents exhibition–Weber vs. the world. (He won.)

had a sloppy strike. He had eight of those in a row, grinning
apologetically as he walked back to the bench, as if to say
“Sorry, I can’t help it.” The reality was, those last-minute
corrections at the foul line were what made Weber so great.
Never mind, we had a magnum of champagne under the
bench that we worked on between bowling shots and takes
for the show, so I was feeling a little loose about the whole thing.
The Griffin show taping was followed by the Five Continents
exhibition match, still at Bowling de Paris, where Dick took us
on five at a time. Somehow I ended up as the player for
Oceania (Australia and proximate Pacific islands) but it
made little difference since Weber easily beat us all. At
least I didn’t let Europe down!
We rounded off the day with a night on the town
with Carter Burgess, who wanted to revisit all the old
Parisian hotspots he remembered from WWII. Dick and
I got back to the hotel in time to bid an early morning
goodbye to Carter. He was off for Monaco to visit his old
friend, Princess Grace, and to deliver gifts of AMF Voit
scuba diving gear for her and her family.
After Paris, Dick came to London for a few days. He said he’d
heard about English pub lunches and wanted to give them a
try. We headed for a pub called the Cockney Pride, just off
Piccadilly Circus. Browsing the chalkboard menu above the bar,

[
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Dick asked, “What are bangers and mash?” Sausage and
mashed potatoes. “Hmm,” he said, “and what about bubble
and squeak?” Fried cabbage and potatoes. “I won’t dare ask
what faggots are,” he added. They are, in fact, a traditional
kind of meatball dish but I didn’t bother to explain.
The next time I worked with Dick was for a European tour
in the mid-’70s that took us to England, France, Germany,
Sweden and the USSR. Pro bowler Cheryl (Kominsky) Robinson
accompanied Dick on this tour, and Dick’s wife, Juanita, came
along to enjoy the ride.
We started off in Frankfurt. Dick and Juanita arrived the day
before Cheryl and I, and booked us all on a wine tour of the
Rhine River, whose banks are lined with castles. Not long
after we left the dock, Dick got into conversation with a
German movie crew who were celebrating the wrap of the
movie they had been working on. It didn’t take long before
they started singing German drinking songs, in German, with
Dick joining in on the chorus. It didn’t quite sound like Dick was
singing in German, but no one seemed to care.
We left the boat and boarded a bus tour heading for the
vineyards. Joining us on the bus was a party of Japanese
tourists who immediately recognized Dick from his many
appearances in Japan. You’ve never seen so many cameras
materialize in such a short time, and Dick posed with each
photographer individually.
After visiting several vineyards and purchasing a few bottles
of wine, we started the long journey back to Frankfurt. The wine
was opened on the bus and shared with our new Japanese
friends–using anything we could find to use as glasses, including
caps from cans of hair spray.
A clinic and one-game exhibition were next. They were
staged at the 6-lane U.S. military bowling center housed within
Berlin’s Tempelhof Airport. Dick put on quite a show. He left
a 7-10 in the first frame, which he converted with a twohanded delivery of two balls. He followed this with eight
strikes in a row and another 7-10 split in the tenth frame,

IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO
TAKE A BAD PHOTO OF
DICK AND CHERYL, TERRY
SAID. HE WOULD KNOW.

]

which he once again converted delivering two balls at once.
He finished with a strike and a score of 268, which, with two
7-10s, ain’t bad. The gallery loved it
A quick visit to the Brandenburg Gate, the Berlin Wall,
Checkpoint Charlie and the Museum of Escapes from East

MEMORY LANE
Germany, and we were on our way
again, this time to Sweden. On our
stop there, I witnessed some of the
smoothest talking I’ve ever heard.
AMF had put Dick on the spot,
advertising a one-hour clinic for pro
shop operators. He had no time to
prepare and this was not (at the
time) his strongest subject.
He built his whole presentation
around asking questions. “How do
you determine the correct size for
the thumb hole (or pitch or span)?”
someone would ask him. He would
immediately direct the question to
another person in the audience.
“How would you do that?” he’d
ask. “That sounds okay,” he’d respond. “How would
you do it?” he’d ask another. He never once
volunteered information. He just kept asking questions,
but so smoothly that no one picked up on what he was
doing. An hour later, he closed the seminar to a
standing ovation.
We flew to Moscow from Frankfurt on the Soviet
airline, Aeroflot. This set the tone for the remainder
of the trip. On this leg, we were joined by Terry
Chambers, a well-known British photojournalist who
came along to record the proceedings for posterity.
I recall Terry asking for a second bottle of wine with
dinner. “You’ve had your wine,” he was aggressively
informed by a buxom Aeroflot stewardess sporting a
bushy mustache. Things didn’t get any better.
After clearing customs and immigration, we went
to the airport desk for Intourist, the government
agency that processed tourists, to claim our
accommodations. We had only been able to book by
class of hotel, not by specific venue. It turned out that
Dick, Juanita and Cheryl were to stay in one hotel, Terry
and I in another. Not only did the authorities refuse
to change the arrangement to keep us together, they
would not tell us which hotels we were assigned to.
We were simply told that Intourist cars would deliver
us to our respective hotels, and we would know the
name when we got there. I spent a frantic evening
unable to find out where Dick, Juanita and Cheryl were
staying, despite calling dozens of hotels and talking
to dozens of uncooperative telephone operators.
Welcome news the next morning. A Russian
secretary working for C-Itoh, a Japanese company who
were AMF’s representative in Russia, knew where we
were all staying. She collected Terry and me from

Drinks at Bowling de Paris with Carter Burgess (with cigarette) and party before he jumped off to
visit an old friend in Monaco, Grace Kelly. Weber, behind the flowers; Lane, second to left of Weber;
Bowling de Paris owner Michel Choulet, left of Lane.

the Leningradskaya Hotel, a dingy Stalinist neo-classical skyscraper
that has since been modernized and upgraded by Hilton, and took us
to the now-demolished Hotel Rossiya, the largest hotel in the world at
the time, where Dick, Juanita and Cheryl were staying. We had booked
Business Deluxe 1 accommodations. I hate to think what anything less
would have been like.
The first order of the day was sightseeing and publicity photos of Dick
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Weber vs. Lane at the Merv Griffin taping. Something else was under the bench.

and Cheryl at all the recognizable tourist sites–St. Basil’s Cathedral in
Red Square, Lenin’s Tomb, the Bolshoi Ballet, Gum department store,

[

AMF HAD PUT DICK ON
THE SPOT, SLATING HIM
FOR A CLINIC ON PRO
SHOPS. THEY WERE NOT
HIS BEST SUBJECT.

]

and the like. Luckily, the weather was kind to us and so were Dick and
Cheryl. “It’s impossible to take a bad photo of these two,” Terry said.
“The camera loves them.” Dick was a natural, and so too was Cheryl,
who had been a child movie actress in Hollywood.
The next day was dedicated to the main purpose of our visit, a

meeting with a Mr. Domogarov, the president of the
Ministry of Culture, who oversaw all sports in Russia.
The visit was instigated by Bob Conor, the former
president of AMF International Bowling, who answered
Mr. Domogarov’s inquiry about AMF’s line of golf
products by telling him that golf is a capitalist sport,
while bowling is for the working man.
We met with Mr. Domogarov and his staff, and a
delegation from C-Itoh. Both groups bought their
own translators. The only English spoken was between
Dick, Cheryl, Juanita, me and the interpreters, who
were also speaking Russian and Japanese.
The Ministry staff, especially Mr. Domogarov, grilled
us mercilessly. Mostly they wanted to know from Dick
how much money he made in his bowling centers and
how much they could expect to make if they built a
commercial center. Surprising, since the Soviet Union
was well and truly a socialist country.
After a couple of hours interrogation, Mr.
Domogarov dismissed the translators and announced
that the meeting was over in faultless English.
Immediately, the Ministry staff and the representatives
from C-Itoh all started talking in perfect English, too.
Dick was distraught all the time we were in Moscow
because we’d had to surrender our passports to the
authorities for 48 hours. As soon as the clock struck
the appointed hour, he was there to retrieve his.
When we said goodbye, because Terry and I had
to stay on for an additional day, Dick smiled at me, said
“Goodbye” through clenched teeth, and never once
looked back as he walked to the gate for his flight.
And when he changed planes in Frankfurt he took
the next connecting flight home without pausing to
collect the luggage he’d left at the AMF office. (AMF
shipped his luggage to him later).
As always, Dick was his gracious self during our
Moscow stay, and only I (and Juanita, I’m sure) knew
of his discomfort. Through it all, he and Cheryl, being
the professionals they were, proved to be great
ambassadors for the sport and for AMF. It has crossed
my mind more than once since, that they were
exemplary advertisements for the USA as well. ❖

Paul Lane is former Director of Marketing and
Marketing Services for AMF Bowling, Inc. He has been
the director of 18 AMF World Cups, an officer in national
and international trade associations, and a pro bowler
during a career that spans more than 60 countries
and 50 years.

Have a Dick Weber story? Reminisce with the industry on www.BowlingIndustry.com.
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D

on Lebold doesn’t have to catch a
single fish. The fellowship is enough,
he says. A half-dozen guys from the
Portland/Salem, OR area who get together
and fish when any of the others can.
He gets out of town and away from the
business – Town & Country Lanes in SalemKeizer – as often as possible when the
weather is fine. Usually he heads north about
90 minutes, trailering his 21-foot jet boat or
his drift boat. He puts her into the Columbia
and goes for sturgeon or shad.
He has hung out the “gone fishing” sign
for 60 years. Up and down the Pacific Coast
mostly, but he’s been off the Florida coast
and in Alaska, and in the beautiful Columbia
River Gorge. He’s gone after tuna, steelhead,
salmon and tarpon.
“I like sturgeon fishing, and we’ve had
them on the boat up to 10 feet long,” he
reminisces. “A10-foot sturgeon, that’s 400
pounds. When I hook one of them now, I just
hand the rod to someone else. I’m 71 years
old and they’re just too tough for me.”
He says fishing takes the load off him, no
matter where he casts his line. His business
is full of challenges at the moment, he says.
“And to be able to go fishing...it’s so
relaxing. I can forget about them all.” ❖
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Bank

shot

A young man in
Memphis once
decided a pool hall was a better place
than a grocery store for making money.

P

ool is a game of angles. The dots on
the table line up a shot that will put
a ball in the pocket if the ball is hit
at a certain angle. It helps to be
good at geometry.
Dale Lucas was. Today he owns Upper
Valley Lanes & Games in White River
Junction, VT. In 1969 he was 21 and good
enough at pool with his sense of geometry
and a lot of practice to drive a new Mustang
GT off the showroom floor with his winnings.
He calls himself a hustler in those days.
“I would just go in [a bar,] start playing
maybe for a beer and let them win maybe
two or three games. Then you move up to a
dollar. Two dollars. You let ’em win more
than you win. Then all of sudden you are
going five, 10 bucks a game, and that’s when
you start running tables. Did you see the
movie The Hustler?”
He graduated from high school in Tennessee
24
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but lived close enough to the Mississippi line
to cross over. You could get into bars in
Mississippi when you were 18.
“We’d go across and I’d start playing
pool in the bars for money. Just whoever
walked in and asked to play.”
Lucas had been a quick study. He only
took up the game in high school, trailing
after the older classmen who went to a certain pool hall and played on Saturdays.
It was called Chester’s Billiards and it was in Memphis.
“I got a job there as what they call a rack boy. You go around and rack the
balls for the players. I made 10 cents a rack,” that is, filling a triangle form with
all the balls, which is how a game starts.
“The seniors that were really good, of course gambled for money – a dollar,
five bucks. I would rack for them, then they would teach me how to play.”
Their games were 8-ball and 9-ball, two variants on the standard game, but
Chester’s also had a snooker table. It has a slightly larger playing surface than
a regulation table – 5x10 feet compared to 4.5x9 – pockets about half the size,
and smaller balls. Lucas would go to the pool hall and play once or twice a week,
six hours at a stretch in the beginning, preferring the snooker table because it
develops a better eye.
Oh, Lucas says, he worked at a grocery store when he was right out of high
school, but he quit when he figured out he could make more money at pool in
four hours than he could at the store in eight.
Mostly he went to one particular bar, just the other side of the line in White Haven.
“I can’t remember the name of the bar,” he says. “I think it was Danny’s Place. Danny
was the owner. I used to go to his bar and wait for people to come to play for money.”
Something else was going on at Danny’s. Guys from all over the country, hustlers
like Lucas, were coming down South – Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, Mississippi.

PROFILE
They would travel around, hitting bars and pool halls and playing for big money.
They might play for $200 or $300 a game, unless a player got stuck and was down
three or four thousand, at which point he would up the stakes to $500 or so. A
really good player could lose $3,000 or $4,000 a night. But an even better one
could win $6,000. A new Mustang GT cost three or four thousand.
Lucas was practicing 10 or 12 hours a day on the days when he wasn’t
hustling. When he was, and winning, he was making $5 or $10 a game or
around $250 for the day. Awesome money for a 19-year-old in 1968. But the owner
of the bar saw how good the kid was, spotted the hustle, and made him an offer.
Danny would put up the money and the two of them would split the winnings.
“These bars would have designated players,” Lucas says. “If a hustler came in
and I wasn’t there, the boss would call me up. Eventually these guys would come
from all over the U.S. to play at this bar, and if I wasn’t there, Danny would call and
say, ‘Hey, get down here. We have a money game.’ [If] we won $6,000, I would
get $3,000. If he saw me losing too many games, he would say, ‘Okay, that’s it.’”
The play would go on for six or seven hours straight. The first player hits the
cue ball into the racked balls (“breaks”), shoots again if a ball drops into a pocket,
and keeps going that way until he misses. If he pockets all the balls, he has “run”
the table. Lucas could break and run in five minutes. He could win $1,200 in an hour.
Money games happened four or five times a month. The rest of the time, he
continued practicing or hustling at local bars for $5 or $10 a game.
Judging from what he says, he was very good, and not just because of the
Mustang. He estimates he won 75%-80% of his games. On the other hand, he
didn’t keep track of the money, except for the car. “Back then, it was win and party.”


In a sense, the hustler circuit in those years was a pro tour, because the men
all played for their livelihoods and they were playing straight. Unlike those who
officially turned pro, they weren’t limited to one purse. They could run up their
winnings a lot faster.
“On the pro tour [today], they’ll have a 9-ball shoot-out and it costs you $500
to get in and the grand prize is, according to the number of players, four or five
thousand,” Lucas muses. “Nowadays that has gone up into the tens of thousands,
but [back then] it took forever for the pros to get that kind of money. A lot of players
are still out there, still hustling, that never turned pro that are better than the pros.”
It takes six to eight hours a day at the table to get really good, given the natural
talent. Lucas had it.
“You want to get a good break so you can make a ball on the break every time.
It doesn’t happen, but that’s what you’re practicing for. And you want to make
the cue ball, after it hits the rack, stop right in the middle of the table, so no matter
where the one or two [ball] goes, you’ll have a shot on that, because you’re going
to shoot in rotation [number order].
“Where you break from is at the foot of the table. There is an imaginary line
that you have to stay behind. When I was playing, I would put the cue ball right
on the line in the middle of the table and I would hit the rack head-on with a little
bit of bottom English. The cue would actually jump up in the air and right back
down and stop dead on that spot.”


Toward the end of his Mustang year Lucas enlisted in the Army on advice that
the draft was about to get him. He served for six years and was discharged in
1975. In the years that followed, he drifted away from pool. Marrying in ’86, Dale
and Naomi started bowling on a couples league, and fell into Upper Valley Lanes

Dale Lucas dressed for high school
graduation, 1966.

& Games when the building owner gave
her the bowling business to run. She had
been working in a bar next door to the
bowling center.
“We got lucky,” Lucas says. “He saw her
working so hard, that’s how he got his
millions, and he thought she would be a
hard worker. He paid off the bank; we didn’t
have to pay any money to take the business.”
He plays now and again and in a pool
league at his bowling center. In his first
marriage, he taught pool to his wife, Sheila,
who taught their daughter, and recently
Lucas has been giving Jamie, now 32, lessons
to polish her game. She loves it, he says.
He doesn’t regret giving up the serious
game. “Not now. When I was really good, I
regretted it. If I had kept on playing, I don’t
know what would have happened.”
He says he is satisfied with what he got
from the game.
“Even up here [Vermont] when I picked it
back up again, I had an article written in the
paper. A friend of mine, Jim Churchill, when
I first met him I was better than him. Now he
can kick my butt. They were having a
tournament across the river and the paper
said he usually won ’em, ‘but not tonight.
Dale Lucas from White River is in town’.” ❖
IBI
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Lucky Strike starts a second
bowling chain, gets into
arcades, will put its name
on shoes this year, and eyes
a London opening next year.
BY FRED GROH

O

n our short-list of most influential
people in the bowling business in the
’00 decade, no one ranks higher than
Steven Foster. His concept of making
bowling intimate and settling it comfortably into
luxury surroundings changed the industry’s idea of
what a bowling venue is. It continues to change
the public’s idea.
Men in the street and people in the business we
talk to around the world don’t always get the name
Lucky Strike exactly right or know where it is, but
everybody seems to know what it is. They’ve got the
idea that was new for Foster when we introduced him
to the industry in our October 2003 cover story. That was
shortly after he had opened Lucky Strike Hollywood, his
first store. We speculated that the Lucky Strike idea would
be the next big thing in bowling. It was, in spades.
We were thinking about Mr. Foster and his contribution
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to the business recently and realized once again how eventful
the past seven years in this industry have been. We wondered
what was happening with Lucky Strike the brand, the company,
and the man. The short answer is: more than ever.

LUXE, LEAGUES AND SHOES
Lucky Strike number 20 opened last month in Phoenix.
Foster says he thinks there is room for 50-75 in the U.S. The
concept has changed slightly.
In the restaurant, patrons now sit on lounge furniture around
small dining tables rather like coffee tables. In the Manhattan,
Los Angeles, Houston, and Bellevue, WA locations, four of his
newest, he has introduced Lucky Strike Luxe. It’s a separate
room, usually with four bowling lanes, where audio-visual,
food and decor are even more upscale than the rest of a
Lucky Strike. (Lucky Strike photos, page 30.)
Leagues have been part of the Lucky Strike picture for
about a year. Strictly fun leagues, to be sure, they run about
six weeks. Foster says he would have started them even
without the economic downturn.
“Social activities are where we live and breathe. There [are]
all kinds of lightly competitive leagues like dodge ball leagues,
kickball leagues, soccer leagues, and when the weather is not
conducive to those experiences, where do those people go?”
The leagues are promoted “very actively” on Internet
social networks, in-house, and “we usually find somebody in
town that has been active in those other leagues that has lists
and a following.”
He has leagues in his Philadelphia, Manhattan, Washington
D.C., Boston, Orange County (CA), and Hollywood venues.
Most of them have 16 or 18 teams of four; a couple of locations
have around 100 league bowlers.
Press coverage for Lucky Strike continues on high notes. A
lot of that has to do with celebrity events at the properties,
Foster agrees. “The brand has stayed very lively. That’s enabled
us also [to] consider extending the brand into retail. We’re in

the process of manufacturing a co-branded shoe between
Lucky Strike and Puma.”
The final design of the bowling-cum-street shoe is approved
– there are a leather version and a suede style – and production
is expected to begin in November. The shoe will be sold at
Lucky Strike, and Foster says he is exploring sales farther
afield. (Photos were not available at press time.)

STAR LANES
Like many businesses, Foster had to go slow on planned
expansion last year. When his senior lender wanted him to use
his cash flow to amortize principal, that forced the issue of
management contracts or licensing the Lucky Strike brand. That
led to two deals, which Foster describes as “management
contracts that have a licensing component.”
One was the Phoenix project opened in August. It is branded
Lucky Strike. The other, in the Greater Cincinnati market,
carries a new moniker and is planned to launch a new chain:
Star Lanes. See photo on page 32.
Across the river from Cincinnati and on the waterfront, a local
developer named Price Group had an open-air mall with
under-utilized space and a feasibility study showing that
bowling would be the optimal tenant. Via Foster’s bowling
supplier, US Bowling, and a leisure entertainment consultant,
Amusement Entertainment Management, the developer and
the bowling entrepreneur met and hit it off.
The idea came to Foster of creating a “sister brand” and
putting on hold the thinking he had been doing for several years
about franchising Lucky Strike in the U.S. That’s aside for now
because of Star Lanes, but he’s not ruled it out.
“If Lucky Strike had a very beautiful kid sister, that would be
Star Lanes,” he says. “It’s a less expensive build-out and we’re
able to charge less-premium prices. Instead of a $10 martini
it might be a $7 martini. Instead of bowling at $40 or $50 an
hour, maybe $30 an hour in prime time.”
Though the venue is definitely upscale, economies were

On pages 26 and 27
Lucky Strike’s Los Angeles venue is at L.A. Live, a $2.5-billion downtown
entertainment, sports and residential development. It has 13 restaurants, a
2,300-capacity space for live music, a 7,100-seat theater for stage presentations,
a 40,000-square-foot outdoor event space, and the GRAMMY Museum of the
recording industry. A 54-story high-rise houses 224 luxury condos plus a
convention headquarters with 1,001 rooms ensconced in two hotels, a Ritz
Carlton and a JW Marriott. The complex is overseen by Anschutz Entertainment
Group (AEG), an international sports and entertainment presenter.
On the cover and page 26. Photos of Steven Foster by Michael Poles Photography. Photo of L.A. Live courtesy of AEG.
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Hallmark settee featured couches
in the first Lucky Strikes (1, 2). In an
extension of the restaurant area,
lounge seating surrounds small
tables at newer locations (3).

1

effected in a smaller kitchen and shorter
menu, some of the decor finishes, and
different art. Star Lanes units will average 814 lanes, or perhaps 8-12, but fewer than
Lucky Strike’s prototypical 12-14. The look is
very different from Lucky Strike.
“I just kind of liked it,” Foster notes
about the name. “We thought ‘Hollywood
Lanes’ for a while. We were a little concerned
about using ‘Hollywood’ in Cincinnati, but we
liked ‘Star,’ and we don’t mean in this case
celebrity stars, because we’ve used a lot of
stars [in the decor].”
When Foster attended the Star Lanes
grand opening in April, he saw a customer
mix “very similar” to Lucky Strike. “A big
cross-section. I think Star Lanes — a little
early to say — but we saw very appreciative
clientele.”

POWER PLAY
“We felt there was an opportunity with
electronic games where we could apply the
same kind of thought process that we had at
Lucky Strike.” If Lucky Strike is an upscale riff
on a bowling alley, then Power Play, which
abuts the Lucky Strike in Bellevue, WA, is
ditto for an arcade.
“I don’t want to use the term ‘Las Vegas-y,’
but for lack of a better description... Upscale,
finished, refined, exciting, and feels more
like a casino than like an arcade.” See photos
on page 33.
Of 150 player stations, about a third are
redemption games. There are laser games,
driving games, old-time fun like Skee-Ball,
and new-time fun like Hummer and Harley
full-motion simulators and Guitar Hero
(arcade version). Game prices are 50 cents to
$3. Power Play has a beer bar and an adultsonly policy after 9 p.m. It’s about 12,000
square feet.
The two properties have separate
entrances and connect through a common
wall. Foster says prime time Lucky Strike on
a Friday or Saturday night, and adults-only
hours the rest of the week create a lot of
spillover into Power Play. Traffic goes the
other way, too. Weekend afternoons, families
often come in and play games, then adjourn
next door to bowl.

2

3
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The “beautiful kid sister.”
First Star Lanes is at
Newport on the Levee mall,
Newport, KY (Greater Cincinnati
area). Menu in the full-service
restaurant is shortened version of Lucky
Strike’s. The game side of the house includes 12
public and four private bowling lanes; 30 HD
projection and LCD screens; DJ booth; billiards.
The venue is 24,640 square feet.

has narrowed the possibility to a location in
the former Millennium Dome, built 10 years
ago to herald the turn of the century. The site
was redeveloped as an entertainment
complex and renamed The O2 by Anschutz
Entertainment Group, owner of professional
sports teams and a world leader in sports
and entertainment presentations, with whom
Foster would partner in a Lucky Strike there.
AEG recently completed L.A. Live, a $2.5
billion mega-complex of residences, hotels
and entertainment venues where Lucky
Strike has its downtown Los Angeles
location. Foster thinks the O2 deal will be a
go. “That’s pretty real. Next year.”

REGRETS? A FEW

This first Power Play, opened last fall, will be in beta mode for another few
months, then Foster intends to build more as he finds good locations. In current
planning, all will abut Lucky Strikes, “where 1 and 1 equals more than 2.” He hasn’t
decided whether Power Play will become part of the Star Lanes concept as well.

ACROSS THE WATER
When we were catching up with Foster, he was expecting a contingent from
Japan the following week. They were flying over, they told him, only in order to
talk about franchising multiple Lucky Strikes in their country. “It’s round one in
person but it’s [been] three or four rounds on the phone and some exchange
of information.”
Progress in Korea is lagging that a little. The developer of the Colorado and
Houston Lucky Strikes, who “has done a lot in Korea, thinks there’s a huge
opportunity for licensing the brand starting in Korea but then branching out to
China and etc. He wants to tee up some serious meetings with them in the next
month. We’re very excited about that because this guy is real and he is very good
at what he does.”
Before either possibility materializes, expect a Lucky Strike in London. Foster
32
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“We’ve chosen some wrong locations
over the last seven years. For us, you need
enough people living in the trade area and
working in the trade area to be economically
viable. It’s not been like every time we
opened a unit we hit a triple or a home run.”
But Foster is completely confident in the
viability of the Lucky Strike model, contrary
to the occasional Doubting Thomas who
remains. “I think that was a valid question in
the first year or two, but after seven years of
demonstrated success...
“Let’s talk about the nighttime business.
If you want to go out at night with your
friends or whatever, and you want to talk
and do something, what is there? What does
the culture offer? Movies are passive,
essentially. Sports events are kind of passive.
Restaurants are restaurants and bars are
bars. You don’t really have an opportunity to
interact conversationally in a nightclub.
“When you look at what bowling is – this
wonderful, joyous, child-like experience that
breaks the ice socially, no matter who you are
– the idea of wrapping it in a warm
atmosphere and a hospitality-orientation –
what about that is trendy? The substantive
experience of bowling is true; it delivers
whether you are a good bowler, a mediocre
bowler or a bad bowler. It’s fun with yourself,
it’s fun with a group of two, it’s fun with a
group of 10. Is the faddish part that we
warmed it up? I don’t know why. If the
experience itself is valid, then warming up the

COVER STORY
environment around it is valid.”
We asked if he had to pick one Lucky Strike for the apple
of his eye, which it would be. We hardly finished the question
before he said, “Hollywood.”
For sentimental reasons?
“Yeah. It’s so...” – searching for the right word, finding the

word he had just used about the game of bowling – “true.
“It’s funny that you asked me that question today of all days,
because one of the reasons I was a little late on this call was
because we had two of our key managers in from Hollywood.
Just kind of reviewing everything.
“I don’t know, it just warms my heart.” ❖

2

1

3

Arcade, Lucky Strike-style. DJ
booth, bar and club-like action (1);
traditional, kid-friendly games and
spaces to sit, eat and chat (2); and
high-tech games (3) that include
full-motion Harley and Hummer
simulator suites and Sega Outrun
2 with life-size Ferraris and 62-inch
HD screens. 48-beam laser maze
is not pictured. The pendent ceiling
fixtures echo decor of Lucky Strike
next door.
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Sidewalls proclaim the electricity of good times at Eskape.

A

bout ten years ago, Bill Feldgreber took a seat on the planning commission
of Buffalo Grove, IL, a suburb of Chicago. Though a Buffalo Grove
resident since 1988, he hadn’t realized how short the town was on things
for people to do.
He did note that a grocery store had put up a new building, opened for business,
and closed a year later. A second supermarket took the space, opened, and closed
in a year and a half. That was what gave him the idea, he says. He would plop “some

Holiday Lanes
Oneonta, NY (28 Lanes)
We congratulate Ashish Patel and
Neil Patel on their purchase of
this fine center and thank them
for working with Marcel Fournier
to complete the transaction. We
wish Ashish and Neil all the best.

Bowling’s Only Full-Service Brokers,
Appraisers & Financial Advisors
28200 Southfield Rd., Southfield, MI 48076

(800) 222 • 9131
Check out our current listings at
www.SandyHansell.com.
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sort of family entertainment” into that
big, brand new building right in the
center of his town.
He started traveling.
“Seven and a half years ago, 60,000square-foot bowling centers were a
relatively new concept,” Feldgreber
remembers. “The only person anywhere
near it was out of Texas – Neil Hupfauer
[of] Main Event. I also looked at concepts
like Gillian’s. That was unsuccessful, yet
a very nice, cool concept.”
Taking “bits and pieces” from what he
judged the best he saw, Feldgreber built
Eskape, but in its seven years of
existence, the property developed away
from an FEC to become a corporate and
group destination. A good share of that
swath was cut by Feldgreber’s talent as
what he calls an operation specialist.
“Let’s say, you’re good with puzzles,
if you want a simple definition. You can
take different scenarios and you can
figure out the best and least costly route
to use for the job.”
He gives this example:
“When we opened, there was no
computer system that ran bowling, food

OPERATIONS
and beverage. Those are things an operations
person would do: lay out all your terminals, your
computers, your telephone, your Internet, making
sure everything is very logical for everybody and
easy to do. Our restaurant POS, I programmed
the whole system because I wanted to do it my way
and a way that is very simple for everybody.”
He graduated in electrical engineering and math
and calls himself “a logical person.” “I’m able to fix
anything or change anything mechanically,
electrically,
conceptually
or
operationally.” That
becomes clear as
he talks about the
history of Eskape
and its success.
Feldgreber is averaging
between 100 and 150 events a month in his 36-lane
house.
Besides the bowling, Eskape offers 4,000 square
feet of laser tag, a 135-seat restaurant and bar, an
arcade with four dozen games, and 3,000 square
feet of meeting space that can be taken down to
a single module of 600 square feet.
✽✽ ✽

Some of what Feldgreber does is standard practice. He is
an aggressive upgrader, for one thing. “We make changes
constantly,” as he says.
When Lucky Strike came to town – Chicago, actually – he
gutted the furniture from 12 lanes, put up a wall to isolate them
from the rest of the house, and brought in couches, high-top
tables and media masking.
A year ago he inventoried his attractions
to see which were generating the least
revenue. The batting cages, as it turned
out, which Feldgreber thought could
profitably be replaced with “something
like a dance club.”
“The problem was the batting cages
were so far from the front door, people
would have to walk through a bowling
center to get to a dance club, and that
would be a buzz kill. After talking to people
and talking to kids — I have four; I can poll
my children and get a feeling [for the]
mindset [of] their age group – I decided we
had to move the laser tag from the front
to the back and then we could remarket it.
Now it’s a brand new arena, bigger floor
space, it’s got new obstacles. And we
would convert the old two-story laser tag

arena in the front into a dance club on the weekends, and during
the week use it for corporate or group events or graduation
parties. The room can hold about 2,300 people.”
Last year, because he has been doing so many corporate
events, he remodeled all his meeting rooms to make them “a
lot more adult-like.” They can be kids’ party rooms in the
morning, high-tech venues for adults later in the day.
“We’ve done some cool events, one with a company based
overseas [and using] two screens. They had the bosses in India
present to everybody in our room, and the two sides of the
conversation could see each other. Recently with Allstate we
did video conferencing between here, Boston and London.”
As he describes the situation, he slips into the natural sales pitch.
“What’s nice with our facility is that you can come and have a
meeting and when you’re done you can have fun. You don’t have
to load busses, you don’t have to get in a car. We put you on the
bowling lanes, we set up tournaments, we can bring in menus.
We’re giving them a wide, wide variety under [one] roof here.”
✽✽ ✽

F&B. “Very important,” he says.
“I know AMF is making a big stride right now with their Bowl
300 concept to really change the look of food and they’re doing
a very good job at it. That’s an edge that we have. [Customers]
know that the food at Eskape is incredible. Ribs, mini
hamburgers, tri-color tortollini with sun-dried tomatoes, garlic
and spinach. We make almost all of our food – our chicken
tenders, potato skins, potato chips, onion rings.”
That requires an F&B staff close to 30. The food line in the
kitchen is about 15 people every Friday night. Not overlooking
a possible sales effort, he gives his restaurant its own name,
GrillWorks, its own entrance from the parking lot, and he

Strikers Family Sportscenter
Sunshine, FL (40 Lanes)
We congratulate Michael Ducat
and Paul Barkley on their
purchase of this fine center and
thank Dwight Mitchum for
trusting David Driscoll to handle
the sale. We wish Michael, Paul
and Dwight all the best.

Bowling’s Only Full-Service Brokers,
Appraisers & Financial Advisors
28200 Southfield Rd., Southfield, MI 48076

(800) 222 • 9131
Check out our current listings at
www.SandyHansell.com.
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markets it separately.
Pressing the flesh is just as important with corporate clients as
with regular bowlers, Feldgreber believes. He personally greets
every corporate event that comes in, “so they all know me.”
To cover upgrade expenses, he takes a lot of money out of
his cash flow. He doesn’t like to go outside for money. Much
of the work he does himself, cutting his cost dramatically.
“When we put in the 12-lane high end [boutique] and
rerouted all the wires for all the scoring consoles and relaminated the back tables, I did it.
“We have three full-time mechanics. I had them take
everything out and re-drilled the floor and then I rewired all the
consoles and remounted them to the ground. I did all the wiring.
I stripped the place down before they came to put in the new
monitors. When we do these types of modernizations, I’m
hands-on, and it’s not that expensive.”
✽✽ ✽

All of that said, Feldgreber is most distinctive in the way he
has organized his sales force.
Opening as “a standard FEC,” he began hiring in-house
corporate sales people, directors of marketing and an
advertising coordinator.
Today, he maintains a sales staff of five or six. One person
is dedicated to corporate events up to 100 people. Feldgreber
takes corporate events for more than 100. Another salesman
is responsible for charity events, fundraisers, bar- and bat
mitzvahs and other religious events. Three people handle
ordinary birthday parties.
“That’s a lot of people,” he realizes, but “that’s the way real
sales organizations work,” as he knows from another part of
his background.
After college, Feldgreber and a friend started a service for
car dealers who wanted to send timely reminders to customers
that service on their vehicles was due. They would gather six
months of repair orders from a dealer, load them into a
computer, and calculate customers’ driving habits. Then
reminder letters would be sent on the dealer’s letterhead. In
five years, Feldgreber and his partner built their client list to
2,100 dealerships sending out 1.3 million letters a month.

Bill Feldgreber. Changes of all kinds.

(The business was sold in 1995.)
Feldgreber says that growing that business taught him about
a segmented sales force, each of whom has developed a network
of contacts in a particular industry. They may change jobs through
the years but they keep selling insurance or pharmaceuticals, for
example. A salesman can run into someone from Abbott
Laboratories and tell him, “Joe from XYZ Labs had their corporate
event at my place and you can call him. They had a great time.”
✽✽ ✽

A small center would have trouble doing what he does,
Feldgreber concedes. “Resources like our sales force take a lot
of money. And a lot of money means you need a lot of revenue
to offset it.” For smaller centers he suggests industry consultants
such as the Kaploe Group.
It may be surprising that Feldgreber says Eskape is falling
below his expectations, but he refers to the economic downturn
of the past couple of years. Before that, revenue was “very
good, based on what I read. I put myself up against the BPAA
Benchmark reports and I’m off the chart on most of the stuff.
“I’m happy with that,” he adds, “although those reports are
based on conventional bowling centers. It’s not designed for
a Brunswick XL, a Main Event, or an Eskape. The question is,
who’s taking over when [traditional centers] leave off?”
Bill Feldgreber, for one. ❖

What’s the best way to build event business at a large
center? Share your ideas on www.BowlingIndustry.com.

CENTER STAGE

THE CUT OF HIS JIB
An historic New York center gets a new life.

T

ime doesn’t stand still in New York City. It
wouldn’t dare. Somebody would knock it over
in the rush hour.
That’s the out-of-towner’s impression, but some
people and some things belie it, their roots sunk
deep in the city.
“When it comes to New York, I’m the guy still
standing,” says John LaSpina. “We have the longest
run owning a particular [center of] almost anybody.”
He was referring to Maple Lanes in Brooklyn, part
of the LaSpina family since John’s father opened it on
his 52nd birthday, Sept. 7, 1960. “There’s something
to be said for a 50-year family run in its third

On the right, Angela Sculti, director of corporate and community relations
for St. Mary’s Healthcare System for Children, a local hospital, makes
presentation to John LaSpina (first to her left); Anita, his wife; and son
Joe to mark the grand re-opening of JIB Lanes in Flushing, NY, Sept. 12,
2009. The plaque reads, “To the LaSpina Family of JIB Lanes.” John has
served on the hospital’s fundraising board.

generation: you just become the bowling people,” the current LaSpina
patriarch says.
Some things were said not many years ago, on the phone. Bowlers
in nearby Glendale were calling LaSpina to say they were praying he’d
be able to cut a rumored deal to acquire their center, Woodhaven
Lanes, a Brunswick house set to close. They were also quick-marching
to their computers and www.SaveWoodhavenLanes.com.
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“I made a run for it,” LaSpina says about Woodhaven, but
suddenly JIB came along in an attractive deal brokered by
Marcel Fournier of Sandy Hansell and Associates, Southfield, MI.
“[JIB is] close to Woodhaven and the same people who did
the Save Woodhaven campaign are saying, ‘Let’s go to LaSpina’s
place in Queens. He’s the savior of bowling in Queens.’”
When the acquisition was announced, the fifth in LaSpina’s
chain of six centers, one league immediately sounded a charge
to JIB – before a single nail had been hammered in $1 million
worth of renovations by Kevin Mills of Architectural Concepts,
Denver, to bring the house back to its former luster.
The below-ground bowling center, 48 lanes wide and
approached by a down-sloping ramp, is part of a complex at
Parsons Blvd. and Jewel Ave., Flushing. Most of it was built in
the 1950s by Local Union 3 of the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers. Housing was tight in the city after WWII,
and Electchester – ‘Elect’ for electricity plus ‘chester,’ a popular
moniker for housing tracts – was going to be a development
to house and employ union members. Just under 2,500
apartments were built, plus a medical clinic, classrooms, and
union offices.
The bowling center was added in 1964. It had a nursery back
then, for union bowlers who couldn’t afford a babysitter.
Electchester is presided over by a directorate of union
members and contractors that functions as an unofficial
governing board for the electrical industry in New York. The
group is called the Joint Industry Board. Thus, ‘JIB Lanes.’
The property is owned by the Joint Industry Board Real Estate
Group. LaSpina leases.
“Here’s the nice thing about the union,” LaSpina offers. “The
union is a place for the people. It’s about middle class
communities and neighborhoods keeping kids off the street that
are from Electchester, and [JIB] is a valuable recreation option
for them. So they’ve always kept their eye on the ball that this
is good for their community. The difference between them and
Woodhaven is that they’re not about the best and highest use;
they’re about doing the right thing for the community since it’s
predominantly their members.”
LaSpina has personal ties to JIB as well. His nephews were
hired to renovate the place in the 1990s by Ruben Dankoff, who
was leasing it then. Dankoff was a LaSpina mentor.
That was long before a local paper, Queens News, did a
story about LaSpina’s acquiring JIB and dubbed him a bowling
czar. A day or so after the story appeared, LaSpina stopped
his wife, Anita.
“So I said to the czarina this morning, ‘How does it feel to
be the czarina?’ She said, ‘I’m taking the garbage to the
dumpster. You could do this if you like, czar.’” ❖
Our thanks to Adam Field, archivist for the Educational and Cultural
Trust Fund of the Electrical Industry, for background for this story.
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SHOWCASE
TECH SUPPORT
PORTAL

PROFIT PLATFORM

QubicaAMF Tech Support Customer
Portal is designed to be a self-help
area for customers. Whether it’s for
routine maintenance, training a new
employee, troubleshooting a problem
or identifying a part to order, we know when you need information, you need it fast. And we know you are busy so we’re
making it available to you 24/7, at your fingertips. Log on to
www.customerportal.qubicaamf.com to register today!

At Jupiter Bowl in Park City,
UT, a Profit Platform from
GKM Int’l is being used every
weekend as a 1,000–sq.–ft.
dance floor, with four lanes of
bowling on each side and a DJ booth near the huge media
wall to create a nightclub atmosphere. Other Platform plans
are a fashion show in September and a temporary theater for
the Sundance Film Festival next year. For more information,
call 310-791-7092 or email gordon@gkmintl.com.

MERCHANT PROGRAM

ONLINE SCORING

LED WRITING
BOARD

BALL CLEANER

BOWLING GAME

LEGACY SCORING
SERVICE

Build your traffic, enhance your
database, promote your specials,
and do community outreach all at
the same time with BMA
Marketing’s Merchant Coupon Program. We partner with 24
of the nation’s high-traffic retailers, like McDonald’s, to put
your name and message into their customers’ hands.
Merchants love it and more important, so will you. Try our free
market test and get a free green laser pointer. For more information, call 800-603-3985 or visit www.mcpt.bmamkt.com.

From The Lighting Store,
writing boards for menus,
announcements, whatever,
with constantly changing flourescernt colors! Dazzling in a
dark environment, your text and pictures are vivid, colorful
and crystal clear. Write or draw anything, then wipe off
easily with a soft cloth and go again for over 50,000 hours of
continuous operation. For more information, call 888-7465483, email cj@SoundAndLightKaraoke.com, or visit
www.SoundAndLightKaraoke.com.

From Crave Entertainment comes
“Brunswick Pro Bowling,” the most
realistic bowling simulation ever,
with accurate ball and pin physics
and lane oil effects. 10 highly detailed bowling environments
each with unique lane characteristics. League Play multiplayer
mode. Bumper option to prevent gutter balls. Virtual bowlers
equipped with customizable Brunswick gear such as shirts,
shoes, balls. Soon to be the first bowling game released on
Playstation 3Move and available for Xbox 360 Project Natal.
For more information, visit www.CraveGames.com.

From Brunswick, Vector® Plus
offers optional online scoring
software that allows visitors to
your website to view live scoring
action for any pair of lanes in
your center. Great for monitoring
league, tournament or children’s group play. Vector Plus boasts
a long list of features that will help you better manage your
center, grow your business and improve the bowler experience.
For more information, go to brunswickbowling.com/products.

Studying how ball cleaner residue alters the
surface energy of the bowling ball, Kegel created
Revive, a cleaner that cleans great, is mild to the
user, and lowers the surface energy of the ball to
reduce dirt and oil build-up on the ball surface.
Performs in hot or cold conditions, can be used
on all balls, and approved for use in USBC competition. For more information, visit www.kegel.net
or call 800-280-2695.

New Center Consulting, Inc.
announces a new facility for repair
and exchanges of legacy scoring
systems. The facility also services
ball lift, pinspotter chassis/boards, foul light, ball trigger and
other back-end electrical components. Keep your center
operating more efficiently without expensive extended
warranties or tech support fees. For more information, call
888-452-3748 or visit www.RepairAndExchange.com.
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DATEBOOK

CLASSIFIEDS

SEPTEMBER
17-19
Wyoming Bowling Family
Jamboree Sponsored by
Wyoming Bowling Council
Sheridan Holiday Inn, Sheridan.
Charlene Abbott, 307-324-3161 or
kcabbott@bresnan.net.
23
Bowling Centers Association of
Ohio executive board meeting
Embassy Suites, Columbus. Pat
Marazzi, 937-433-8363 or
pat@bowlohio.com.

OCTOBER
3-5
West Coast Bowling Convention
Harrah’s Harveys, South Lake
Tahoe, NV. Sandi Thompson, 925485-1855. IBI is the official magazine of the convention.
11-13
East Coast Bowling Centers
Convention
Trump Taj Mahal, Atlantic City, NJ.
BPAA, 888-649-5586. IBI is the
official magazine of the convention.
19-20
Texas-Oklahoma Idea Share
Arlington Hilton, Arlington, TX.
Karen Miller, 512-467-9331,
www.texasbowlingcenters.org.

DECEMBER
6
Bowling Centers Association of
Wisconsin mid-winter retreat
Location TBA. Gary Hartel,
bcaw@bowlwi.com.
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SERVICE CALLS WORLDWIDE • PRE-SHIPS • WE SELL

AS80/90 • BOARD REPAIR • Frameworx
NEW KEYPADS • FRONT DESK LCD MONITORS

Michael P. Davies (321) 254-7849

291 Sandy Run, Melbourne, FL 32940
on the web: bowlingscorer.com email: mike@bowlingscorer.com

SELL IT FAST IN IBI

818-789-2695

CLASSIFIEDS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
AMERICAN-MADE PINSETTER PARTS
– HIGHEST QUALITY. Visit us on the
web at www.ebnservices.com or call
toll free (888) 435-6289.
USED BRUNSWICK PARTS, A2 parts and
assemblies.
Large
Inventory.
www.usedpinsetterparts.com.
NEW & USED Pro Shop Equipment.
Jayhawk Bowling Supply. 800-2556436 or jayhawkbowling.com.
Pinsetter Parts New from ALL major
manufacturers. HUGE IN STOCK inventory.
USED Brunswick Scoring parts, AS90
cameras, processors, lane cables,
monitors, and PC boards. Order online @
888SBIBOWL.com or (888) 724-2695.
The Mechanics Choice!
Buy or Sell @
www.bowlingyardsale.com; one-stop
shopping for bowling equipment — from
lane packages to dust mops!
REPAIR & EXCHANGE. Call for details
(248) 375-2751.
FOR SALE: Used Smart pindecks with hoods
& racks; Master units & AMF auto scoring
packages. Ken’s Bowling Equipment (641)
414-1542.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 22 AMF
lanes, 82-70s, spare parts and Qubica
Conqueror scoring including back office and
3 cash points. (410) 535-3560.

SELL IT FAST IN IBI

818-789-2695
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CLASSIFIEDS
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
24-lane package: 82/70 XL pinspotters,
options masks, returns, synthetic lanes, BOSS
scoring, Durabowl bumpers, etc. ALL new in
1998 and still in operation OR, if
interested, buying center located in
Tennessee. Call Ann (931) 206-8977.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
LANE MACHINES WANTED. We will
purchase your KEGEL-built machine, any
age or condition. Phone (608) 764-1464.
AMF AccuScore XL or BOSS scoring
(712) 253-8730.

CENTERS FOR SALE

UPSTATE NEW YORK: 8-lane center/
commercial building built in 1992.
Synthetic lanes, new automatic scoring,
kitchen and room to expand! Reduced to
sell @ $375,000. Call (315) 376-3611.
16-lane center in Southern Colorado
mountains. Great condition. 18,000
s/f building w/ restaurant & lounge.
Paved parking 100 + vehicles.
Established leagues & tournaments.
$950,000 or make offer.
Kipp (719) 852-0155.
CENTRAL WISCONSIN: 12 lanes, auto
scoring, Anvilane synthetics, 82-70s. Great
food sales. Yearly tournament. Attached,
large 3 bedroom apartment w/ fireplace.
$550K. (715) 223-8230.
EASTERN NORTH DAKOTA: 6-lane
Brunswick center, bar & grill, drive-thru
liquor store in small college town. Also, 3
apartment buildings with 40 units, good
rental history. Call (701) 330-7757 or (701)
430-1490.
MICHIGAN: Brunswick 20 synthetic lanes,
Qubica scoring, liquor lounge, full kitchen
& outside deck. Needs experienced
operator. Email: kaynorcorp@comcast.net.
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CLASSIFIEDS
CENTERS FOR SALE
SOUTHWEST KANSAS: well-maintained
8-lane center, A-2s, full-service restaurant.
Includes business and real estate. Nice,
smaller community. Owner retiring.
$212,000. Leave message (620) 397-5828.
SOUTHERN INDIANA (close to
Indianapolis): 18-lane Brunswick center
with lounge, liquor license & movie
theater on 4+ acres. Turnkey business.
Owner retiring. Great investment!
(765) 349-1312.
CENTRAL IDAHO: 8-lane center and
restaurant in central Idaho mountains.
Small town. Only center within 60-mile
radius. Brunswick A-2 machines;
Anvilane lane beds; automatic scoring.
(208) 879-4448.
SE WISCONSIN: 12-lane Brunswick
center including building, real estate & 7
acres. Raised dance floor, grill, pro shop,
arcade, tanning room and more.
Reasonably priced. Owner retiring.
(920) 398-8023.

WWW.BOWLINGDIGITAL.COM
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CLASSIFIEDS

We could not have gotten
our loan without him.
Jean and Kent Brund
Freedom Lanes
Duncan, OK

CENTERS FOR SALE
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA: 16-lane
center w/ synthetic lanes, 82-70s, 19,000
s/f building w/ lots of parking. Newly
remodeled bar & large kitchen. Owner
retiring. (530) 598-2133.
NEW YORK STATE: Thousand Island
region. 8-lane Brunswick center w/ cosmic
bowling, auto scoring. Established leagues
+ many improvements. $309,000. Call Jill
@ Lori Gervera Real Estate (315) 771-9302.

The leading source for real estate loans with low down payments

Ken Paton
(503) 645-5630
www.kenpaton.com
kpaton@kenpaton.com

LOCKER
KEYS FAST!
•Keys & Combo
Locks for all
Types of
Lockers.
•One week
turnaround
on most
orders.
•New locks All types
•Used locks
1/2 price
of new

All keys
done by
code #.
No keys
necessary.

FAX YOUR ORDER TO US AT:

530-432-2933

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-700-4KEY
INTʼL 530-432-1027

SOUTHERN NEVADA: 8-lane center.
Only center in town of 15,000. 30
minutes from Las Vegas. AMF 82-70s,
newer Twelve Strike scoring. R/E leased.
Will consider lease/option with qualified
person. REDUCED TO $175,000. Call
Steve @ (702) 293-2368; email
ljjaa1414@yahoo.com.
NW KANSAS: 12-lane center, AS-80s,
Lane Shield, snack bar, pro shop, game &
pool
rooms.
See
pics
and
info @ www.visitcolby.com or contact
Charles (785) 443-3477.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS: 8-lane center
with AMF 82-70s, full service restaurant,
pro shop. Plus pool tables, Karaoke
machine, DJ system. PRICED TO SELL.
Includes RE. (217) 351-5152 or
toms-uvl@sbcglobal.net.

Orange County Security Consultants
10285 Ironclad Road, Rough & Ready, CA 95975

For
FLORIDA CENTERS
Call
DAVID DRISCOLL
& ASSOCIATES
1-800-444-BOWL
P.O. Box 189
Howey-in-the-Hills, FL 34737
AN AFFILIATE OF
SANDY HANSELL &
ASSOCIATES
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SOUTHWESTERN WYOMING: 12 lanes
+ café & lounge, 2 acres w/ 5 bedroom
home. Full liquor & fireworks licenses.
Outside Salt Lake City area. Dennis @
Uinta Realty, Inc. (888) 804-4805 or
uintarlt@allwest.net.
NE MINNESOTA: Food, Liquor &
Bowling. Established 8 lanes between Mpls
& Duluth w/ large bar, dining room,
banquet area. Two large State
employment facilities nearby. High six
figure gross. 3-bdrm home included.
$1.2m. Call Bryan (218) 380-8089.
www.majesticpine.com.

CLASSIFIEDS
CENTERS FOR SALE
SW WISCONSIN: 10 lanes, new
automatic scoring/sound. Bar/grill. Great
leagues, local tournaments, excellent
pinsetters. Supportive community. 2
acres off main highway. $299,995.
(608) 341-9056.
GEORGIA: busy 32-lane center, real
estate included. Great location in one of
fastest growing counties in metro Atlanta.
5 years new with all the amenities.
Excellent numbers. Call (770) 356-8751.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA: 16-lane center
REDUCED to $799,000 for quick sale.
Synthetics, 82-70s, 19,000 s/f + parking.
Newly remodeled bar, large kitchen. Owner
retiring. Will consider selling only equipment
or building. www.siskiyoulanes.com. (530)
598-2133.
NORTHWEST LOUISIANA: 12-LANE
Brunswick center. REDUCED TO SELL
NOW! Includes auto scoring, glow bowling,
pizza, large dining area & video poker. Good
income. Long Lease. Great opportunity. Call
Mike (318) 578-0772.
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CLASSIFIEDS
CENTERS FOR SALE

CENTERS FOR SALE

CENTRAL ALABAMA: Recently remodeled,
split house w/24 synthetic lanes (16 & 8) in
28,000 s/f building in shopping center;
Brunswick A2s & 2000 seating; AccuScore
Plus; VIA returns & storage tables; systems
for Cosmic; established leagues; snack bar,
pro shop & game/pool table area. Nearest
competition 28 miles w/ colleges & Honda
factory within minutes. Need to sell due to
health. Reasonably priced. (435) 705-0420.

NW INDIANA (Lake Michigan/National
Lake Shore area): Well-maintained 32lane center, family owned & operated
since 1997 with spacious nightclub lounge
on 6.6 acres. Also billiards, arcade, pro
shop, full-service restaurant, established
leagues, birthday party activity & MORE!
Owner retiring. Reasonably priced. (219)
921-4999.
WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA: One of
the top five places to move! Remodeled
32-lane center. Good numbers. $3.1m
gets it all. Fax qualified inquiries to (828)
253-0362.
AMF and some BRUNSWICK PC board
repair/exchange. 6-month warranty, fast
turnaround. Call or write: WB8YJF Service
5586 Babbitt Road, New Albany, Ohio 43054
Toll Free: 888-902-BOWL (2695)
Ph./Fax: (614) 855-3022 (Jon)
E-mail: wb8yjf@earthlink.net
Visit us on the WEB!
http://home.earthlink.net/~wb8yjf/

PROPRIETORS WITH AMF 82-70
S.S. & M.P. MACHINES
Save $$ on Chassis & P.C. Board
Exchange & Repair!
A reasonable alternative for
Chassis and P.C. Board Exchanges
MIKE BARRETT
Call for Price List

Tel: (714) 871-7843 • Fax: (714) 522-0576

CENTERS FOR SALE

NE NEVADA: New 2001. 16 lanes, 19,200
square feet, 1.68 acres paved, sound &
lighting, lounge w/ gaming, arcade, full
service snack bar & pro shop. Call (775)
934-1539.
SW IDAHO: 8-LANE CENTER w/full
service, award winning restaurant, new lanes
& scoring. $500,000 includes equipment &
real estate. Nicely profitable. Call Ron @
Arthur Berry & Co., (208) 639-6171.

WASHINGTON: 24-lane, high revenue
center. Strong league program & open
play. Exceptional food/bar operation.
Rental income from adjacent space. GSX
pinsetters, Pro synthetic lanes, Touchworks
scoring, Frameworx seating. Real estate
included. Ken Paton (503) 645-5630.

NORTHERN
WISCONSIN:
Turnkey
business. 12-lane center, Brunswick A-2s,
Frameworx scoring, full bar and restaurant.
Good league base with large tournament.
Contact Bruce @ (715) 614-7779.
NEW MEXICO: 24-lane center in Clovis –
Brunswick Vector scoring system, game room
& kitchen. Call Susan, Coldwell Banker (575)
714-4018.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
Drill Bit Sharpening and Measuring Ball
Repair. Jayhawk Bowling Supply. 800255-6436 or Jayhawkbowling.com.
BUILD YOUR PARTY BUSINESS –
Affordably reach people celebrating birthdays
within the neighborhood of your bowling
center.
(818)
241-3042
or
larrysiegel@charter.net.
SELLING, BUYING or FINANCING a
Center? RC Partners can help–we are not
brokers. (616) 374-5651; www.sell104.com.

INSURANCE SERVICES
30+ YEARS INSURING BOWLING
CENTERS – Ohio, Illinois & Michigan.
Property & Liability; Liquor Liability, Workers
Comp, Health & Personal. Call Scott Bennett
(248) 408-0200, Scott@Bowl-mail.com; Mark
Dantzer,
CIC
(888)
343-2667,
Mark@DieboldInsurance.com; or Kevin
Elliott.

SELL IT FAST IN IBI

818-789-2695
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CLASSIFIEDS
MINIATURE GOLF COURSES

TRAINING
BRUNSWICK PINSETTER TRAINING
COURSE – Colorado Springs, Colorado.
12-day
sessions
including
hotel
accommodations. Call for schedule.
RMGPinsetter@gmail.com; myspace –
rmgpinsetter.com; (719) 432-5052 or (719)
671-7167. Fax (866) 353-5010.

Indoor/Outdoor. Immediate
Installation. $5,900.00 & up.
2021 Bridge Street
Jessup, PA 18434
570-489-8623
www.minigolfinc.com

MECHANIC WANTED
HEAD MECHANIC – AMF 82-70s—in
Lexington, Kentucky. Call Dennis (502)
722-9314.
"A" mechanic needed. Experience with A-2
pinsetters & AS-90 automatic scoring
systems. Send resume to Yucca Bowl, P.O.
box 1000, Yucca Valley CA 92286.

AMF • BRUNSWICK EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE PACKAGES
WORLDʼS LARGEST NEW –
USED SPARE PARTS INVENTORY

POSITION WANTED
Check this out! 30 new leagues, scores
of new parties & fundraisers. Yes, I can
do all that plus more. Looking for a
Brunswick center in Midwest area.
Manage to own. Call Matt (507) 696-1151
or Andy (507A) 527-1551.

BUY

Brunswick “A” mechanic, 12+ years
experience, AS-80/AS-90 scoring system
expertise. Former owner/GM. Willing to
relocate. Contact me at (308) 380-8594.

SEL
L

Danny & Daryl Tucker
Tucker Bowling Equipment Co.
609 N.E. 3rd St.
Tulia, Texas 79088
Call (806) 995-4018
Fax (806) 995-4767

Bowling Parts, Inc.
P.O. Box 801
Tulia, Texas 79088
Call (806) 995-3635
Email - bpitx@texasonline.net

www.bowlingpartsandequipment.com

C L ASS I F I E D AD F O R M
1 Write your ad here or fax separate
sheet with this form:

3 Figure Cost:
Multiply number of words
Add 10¢ per word for BOLD copy

x $2.20 =
x .10
=

Subtotal
Multiply by number months ad will run
x

4 Name

total

Company

Billing Address

2 Choose Category:
❒ Equip. wanted
❒ Help wanted

❒ Equip. for sale
❒ Centers for sale
❒ Miscellaneous

Other____________________________
Deadline for each issue is the 1st of each month, one month prior
to issue. (Example: To run in the September Issue, we would need
your ad copy by August 1st)

Credit Card #

Exp. Date:

month

FAX THIS COMPLETED FORM TO (818) 789-2812
OR CALL US AT (818) 789-2695

year

Signature:

x
INTERNATIONAL

THE WORLD’S ONLY
ONLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE BUSINESS OF BOWLING
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REMEMBER WHEN

Early 1950s
M
aybe the simpler,
gentler times of bygone
years aren’t just our
imaginations, as our
sophisticated age is always telling us.
“Home-loving land,” “America of
kindliness, of good-humored
tolerance,” “good fellowship”–that
was the way people thought about
themselves, if this ad from the
United States Brewers Foundation
told it like it was. At least it was a
description of American life that
Americans responded to, assuming
the ad writers knew what they
were doing.
And inevitably “An Evening of
Bowling,” the title of the painting,
would be part of “Home Life in
America,” a series of illustrations
presumably commissioned by
the Brewers Foundation.
In the 1950-51 season, those
evenings could be played at
6,638 bowling centers that had
56,004 ABC/WIBC-approved
lanes. BPAA centers numbered
1,679; lanes tallied 20,551.
By 1954-55, our cutoff for
the early ’50s, BPAA was up to
2,419 members with 29,837
lanes, while ABC/WIBC
okayed 60,648 lanes in 7,062
centers. ❖
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